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A QUIET CALM Despite their tense pasts, Shoya begins to embrace the friend group that used to

terrorize Shoko because she couldnâ€™t hear. Now that summer vacation is in full swing, the crew

can work together to film Tomohiroâ€™s eccentric movie. Each fun-filled day lazily passes by, but

doubt tugs at Shoyaâ€™s heavy heart and he is desperate to cling on to meaningful moments

before they are goneâ€¦
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It's not often that I find that I'm waiting on edge for the release of a book, but this has been one of

those times. And I'm not disappointed. This story continues to go very unexpected places.Like most

of the earlier volumes, in this one a couple of people get some significant development. The first

one is surprising, as Satoshi is fairly new to the story and not much had been done with him. But the

first part of this volume shows more of his character.The middle of this volume is about as difficult to

get through as much of the first volumeÃ¢Â€Â”not a problem with the story itself, understand, but

simply because it's not easy stuff to read about. After how Volume 4 ended, with the group of

friends gathered to help cheer someone up, it's not easy to see their friendships become strained

and frayed.The other character to get more development is Shoko. I'm not sure if I'm the best to

comment on the art work, but I do want to mention the ways her facial expressions are done in

these last chapters, as they convey very well how her thoughts and feelings are becoming more and

more anguished,how she's understanding and misunderstanding the things that are happening to

Shoya and all the others who had been her friends, and how she sees her part in what is driving



everyone apart. She herself conveys in her sparse words and her actions at the end the message

she's hearing, Ã¢Â€ÂœNothing good comes from being around meÃ¢Â€Â•.It's a credit to the

storyteller that a story that doesn't rely on action or even romance can be almost overwhelmingly

intense. As with the earlier volumes, I recommend this one very highly.

The cover for this volume is quite deceitful given the roller coaster ride of emotions towards the end

of it. I have never read something so emotionally exhausting that i actually needed a break after

finishing it, but i still cant wait for the next volume.The manga starts off with the film project

beginning to pick up steam toward the end of the school year. Shoya, busy wondering what he will

do after he graduates, must find a way to balance work and school with his new found friends. This

puts a strain on his and Tomohiro's relationship. The hits just keep coming in this volume as Satoshi

stirs up old memories that Shoya would rather forget. This forces him to choose between telling his

friends what he did to Shoko in the past or hiding it by any means necessary. What will he decide?

How will his decision affect the group? Has he actually grown at all through the series?On a side

note, Naoka was great in this volume. She has grown a lot since her earlier appearance and I really

hope to see more of her in volume 6.

> Read manga online> Bought whole manga set just because> Collect and support artistAlright,

let's be honest. I don't buy much manga, never. Hell, all I need to do is go online and read it. But

this manga is so beautiful. It's a bout a girl who can't hear and the main character is a bully. He

bullied her through out her childhood, to the point her family forced her to change school. But then

the boy regrets it everyday because after she changed school, he realized how stupid he was. And

the story goes on as the main mc keep looking for the girl everyday. You guys should read it

because my summarize is f&*(king terrible.10/10. It's so amazing that I WANTED TO BUY THE SET

OF MANGA JUST TO SUPPORT THE ARTIST!

Just as amazing as all the previous volumes. That cliffhanger at the end really makes me anxious

for the next release. Seriously I'm going nuts right now. Please send help.

Each volume of this series seems to get better and better. Each volume has a new and important

message that just speaks to me so deeply. One of the most painfully realistic depictions of bullying

I've ever experienced. Just so great at showing how every side is effected and how it sticks with you

even if you try to push the feelings down they will always come back at some point.I can't believe



that cliffhanger ending though. We need volume 6 asap! I can't take it. It hurts so much.

I am constantly blown away with each new volume. She captures the struggles of these two

unfortunate people and shows such great attention to detail. Every frame is a gift.

WOW!! that ending I need the next volume. I don't want to read it online because I wanna continue

supporting this series

Awesome Read!
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